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How can we measure 
reproducibility of IR experiments?

Maria Maistro, mm@di.ku.dk




Today’s Agenda
About Reproducibility

• Examples of reproducibility;

• Motivations;

• Terminology;

• Challenges;

• Measure reproducibility;

• Some Initiatives.




We all agree that reproducibility 
is important…



Science is not the static knowledge written in 
textbooks.


“An experimental result is not fully established 
unless it can be independently reproduced.” 


ACM Artifact Review and Badging
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Speedy Neutrinos Challenge Physicists

Shocking discovery: neutrinos travelled 60 nanoseconds faster than light speed.

B Y  E U G E N I E  S A M U E L  R E I C H

The joke begins with the barman saying: 
“I’m sorry, we don’t serve neutrinos.” 
Then the punch line: a neutrino walks 

into a bar.
Such causality-bending humour has been 

rife on the Internet in the past week, following 
the news that an experiment at the Gran Sasso 
National Laboratory near L’Aquila, Italy, has 
apparently clocked neutrinos exceeding the 
speed of light as they travelled 730 kilometres 
from their source at CERN, Europe’s particle-
physics laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland. 

The finding by the OPERA (Oscillation 
Project with Emulsion-tracking Apparatus) 
collaboration, released on 22!September, 
has the media abuzz with talk of a century’s 

worth of physics upended, starting with Albert  
Einstein’s special theory of relativity. This sets 
the velocity of light as the inviolable and unat-
tainable limit for matter in motion, and links 
it to deeper aspects of reality, such as causality. 

Physicists, for the most part, suspect that 
an unknown systematic error lies behind 
OPERA’s startling result. But nothing obvious 
has emerged, and many see the experiment as 
a tour de force because of its high precision. 
“It is quite a complicated experiment but they 
did a professional job,” says Rob Plunkett,  
co-spokesman for the MINOS (Main Injector 
Neutrino Oscillation Search) experiment at 
Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois, which is likely to 
investigate the claim. 

OPERA was switched on in 2006 to study the 
peculiar ability of the fleeting, nearly massless 

RACING LIGHT
By comparing the proton signal at CERN to the resulting neutrino signal at Gran Sasso, the OPERA 
experiment was able to calculate the neutrinos’ time of !ight as they passed through Earth.
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PA R T I C L E  P H Y S I C S

Speedy neutrinos 
challenge physicists
Experiment under scrutiny as teams prepare to test claim 
that particles can beat light speed.

MORE 
ONLINE

T O P  S T O R Y

Bat virus 
poses 
epidemic 
threat to 
people in 
West Africa
go.nature.com/
usp7cw

M O R E  N E W S

! Texas holds firm on physics 
cutback go.nature.com/t!nigm
! Ecologists dig deep for DNA  
go.nature.com/ya8ien
! Iconic exoplanet may be a 
mirage go.nature.com/iyjgxj
! Nitrate levels soar off China’s 
coast go.nature.com/zk7nyd
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neutrinos to ‘oscillate’ from one type to others 
as they travel. It was later adapted to measure 
neutrino velocity to a higher precision than 
any previous experiment. A crucial aspect of 
this was the pioneering use of the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) to establish a time refer-
ence at both ends of the neutrino’s flight path. 
Another was the careful timing of particles 
through different stages of the experimental 
apparatus, using a pair of ultra-high-accuracy 
caesium clocks to determine sources of delay.

In March 2011, the group was shocked to 
discover that its data suggested neutrinos 
were arriving 60 nanoseconds faster than light 
would do over the equivalent distance. “After 
six months of cross-checking we decided to 
go public,” says Dario Autiero of the Institute 
of Nuclear Physics in Lyons (IPNL), France, 
who is the physics coordinator for OPERA. 
Most members of the collaboration agreed 
with the decision, but physicist Caren Hagner 
of the German Electron Synchrotron (DESY) 
in Hamburg was among those who declined 
to put their name to the result. In her case, she 
says, it was not because of any specific prob-
lem, but because she would have liked to spend 
more time checking the finding.

The release of the team’s data on the arXiv 
server (The OPERA Collaboration, preprint 
at http://arxiv.org/abs/1109.4897; 2011) and 
in a presentation (see go.nature.com/kl4jah) 
now have the neutrino community looking for 
sources of error that might explain the result. 
Two elements of the experiment receiving par-
ticular scrutiny include the GPS-synchroniza-
tion system and the profile of the proton beam 
that generates the neutrinos as a by-product of 
colliding with a target. Experimenters deter-
mined the flight time by comparing the shape of 
the proton signal at CERN to that of the neutrino 
signal received at Gran Sasso (see ‘Racing light’).

Two other collaborations are looking to 
check the OPERA result independently.  
Neither can yet time neutrinos to the same 
level of precision; however, an upgrade is 
already planned for MINOS, which sends a 
beam of muon neutrinos from Fermilab to 
the Soudan mine in Minnesota — roughly the 
same distance as from CERN to Gran Sasso. 

Japan’s T2K experiment, which sends neu-
trinos 295 kilometres from an accelerator in 
Tokai to the Super-Kamiokande detector in 
Kamioka, was shut down after the earthquake 
on 11!March. Scientists there are also discuss-
ing an upgrade to check OPERA’s result, says 
co-spokesman Chang Kee Jung. 

The upgrades would take more than a year to 
implement. In the meantime, researchers with 
both the T2K and MINOS collaborations are 
taking a second look at their existing data to 
see whether they are consistent with OPERA’s 
result. Plunkett says that the MINOS group 
might have an answer within a few months. 
And even if the speed of light remains unbro-
ken, a move to more accurate timing will  
bolster experiments in the long run. " 
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© 2011 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved

Reich, E. S. (2011). Speedy Neutrinos Challenge Physicists: Experiment Under Scrutiny as Teams Prepare to Test Claim that Particles can Beat Light Speed. Nature, 477(7366), 520-521.



Computing Reciprocal Rank
Reproducibility of an Evaluation Measure 
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What is Reproducibility?



Research Misconduct

The researcher spiked rabbit blood samples with human HIV antibodies so that 
the vaccine appeared to have caused the animals to develop immunity to the 
virus.


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2015/07/01/researcher-who-spiked-rabbit-blood-to-fake-hiv-vaccine-results-slapped-with-rare-prison-sentence/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2015/07/01/researcher-who-spiked-rabbit-blood-to-fake-hiv-vaccine-results-slapped-with-rare-prison-sentence/


What is Reproducibility?



The “R Words”

• Scientific method – reproducible, repeatable, replicable, reusable


• Access – referenceable, retrievable, reviewable


• Understanding – replayable, reinterpretable, reprocessable


• New use – recomposable, reconstructable, repurposable


• Social – reliable, respectful, reputable, revealable


• Curation – recoverable, restorable, reparable, refreshable

D. De Roure. 2014. The future of scholarly communications. Insights 27, 3 (November 2014), 233–238. 



ACM Terminology

• Repeatability (Same team, same experimental setup): the measurement can be obtained with 
stated precision by the same team using the same measurement procedure, the same measuring 
system, under the same operating conditions, in the same location on multiple trials. For 
computational experiments, this means that a researcher can reliably repeat her own computation.


• Reproducibility (Different team, same experimental setup): the measurement can be obtained with 
stated precision by a different team using the same measurement procedure, the same measuring 
system, under the same operating conditions, in the same or a different location on multiple trials. 
For computational experiments, this means that an independent group can obtain the same result 
using the author’s own artifacts.


• Replicability (Different team, different experimental setup): the measurement can be obtained with 
stated precision by a different team, a different measuring system, in a different location on multiple 
trials. For computational experiments, this means that an independent group can obtain the same 
result using artifacts which they develop completely independently.

ACM Artifact Review and Badging: https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging



What is the Status of 
Reproducibility?



Raise your hand…

“Failing to reproduce results is a rite of passage”


• Have you ever tried and failed to reproduce another scientist experiment?


• Have you ever failed to repeat your own experiment?

Marcus Munafo, biological psychologist at te university of Bristol, UK



Have you Failed to Reproduce an Experiment?

More than 70% of researchers 
have tried and failed to reproduce 
another scientist’s experiments, 
and more than half have failed to 
repeat their own experiments

Baker, M. (2016). Is there a reproducibility crisis? A Nature survey lifts the lid on how researchers view the ‘crisis’ rocking science and what they think will help. Nature, 533(7604), 452-455.



“Most published research findings are false.”
John Ioannidis, Stanford University, PLoS Med 2005;2(8): e124.

Reproducibility is a core issue to (almost) any 
scientific discipline:


• 39% (39/100) in psychological studies1 


• 21% (14/67) in pharmacological studies2


• 11% (6/53) in cancer studies3


• 46% (12/26) in deep learning for 
recommendation4

[1] Baker, M. (2015). First Results from Psychology’s Largest Reproducibility Test. Nature News. 
[2] Prinz, F., Schlange, T., and Asadullah, K. (2011). Believe it or not: how Much can we Rely on Published Data on Potential Drug Targets?. Nature reviews Drug discovery, 10(9), 712. 
[3] Begley, C. G., and Ellis, L. M. (2012). Raise Standards for Preclinical Cancer Research. Nature, 483(7391), 531-533. 
[4] Ferrari Dacrema, M., Boglio, S., Cremonesi, P., and Jannach, D. (2021). A Troubling Analysis of Reproducibility and Progress in Recommender Systems Research. ACM TOIS.
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A Troubling Analysis of Reproducibility and Progress
in Recommender Systems Research

MAURIZIO FERRARI DACREMA, SIMONE BOGLIO, and PAOLO CREMONESI,
Politecnico di Milano, Italy
DIETMAR JANNACH, University of Klagenfurt, Austria

The design of algorithms that generate personalized ranked item lists is a central topic of research in the !eld
of recommender systems. In the past few years, in particular, approaches based on deep learning (neural) tech-
niques have become dominant in the literature. For all of them, substantial progress over the state-of-the-art
is claimed. However, indications exist of certain problems in today’s research practice, e.g., with respect to the
choice and optimization of the baselines used for comparison, raising questions about the published claims.
To obtain a better understanding of the actual progress, we have compared recent results in the area of neu-
ral recommendation approaches based on collaborative !ltering against a consistent set of existing simple
baselines. The worrying outcome of the analysis of these recent works—all were published at prestigious
scienti!c conferences between 2015 and 2018—is that 11 of the 12 reproducible neural approaches can be out-
performed by conceptually simple methods, e.g., based on the nearest-neighbor heuristic or linear models.
None of the computationally complex neural methods was actually consistently better than already existing
learning-based techniques, e.g., using matrix factorization or linear models. In our analysis, we discuss com-
mon issues in today’s research practice, which, despite the many papers that are published on the topic, have
apparently led the !eld to a certain level of stagnation.1

CCS Concepts: • Information systems" Recommender systems; Collaborative !ltering; • General and
reference " Evaluation;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Recommender systems, deep learning, evaluation; reproducibility

ACM Reference format:
Maurizio Ferrari Dacrema, Simone Boglio, Paolo Cremonesi, andDietmar Jannach. 2020. A TroublingAnalysis
of Reproducibility and Progress in Recommender Systems Research. ACM Trans. Inf. Syst. 39, 2, Article 20
(January 2021), 49 pages.
https://doi.org/10.1145/3434185

1 INTRODUCTION
Personalized recommendations are a common feature of many modern online services, e.g., on
e-commerce, media streaming, and social media sites. In many cases, these recommendations are

1This article signi!cantly extends or own previous work presented in References [19, 23].

Authors’ addresses: M. Ferrari Dacrema, S. Boglio, and P. Cremonesi, Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy; emails: maur-
izio.ferrari@polimi.it, simone.boglio@mail.polimi.it, paolo.cremonesi@polimi.it; D. Jannach, University of Klagenfurt, Kla-
genfurt, Austria; email: dietmar.jannach@aau.at.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro!t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the !rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored.
Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior speci!c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
© 2020 Association for Computing Machinery.
1046-8188/2020/01-ART20 $15.00
https://doi.org/10.1145/3434185

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 39, No. 2, Article 20. Publication date: January 2021.



Reproducibility in IR

Survey on the SIGIR implementation of ACM Artifact Review & Badging:


• What about introducing badges? 


➡ 75% supportive or very supportive, only 10% negative answers


• Would you submit your paper to be revised for a badge?


➡ 70% consider to submit their paper, only 10% would not submit


• Would badges change your way to do research?


➡ 40% yes and 40% no.
Ferro, N. and Kelly, D. (2018). SIGIR Initiative to Implement ACM Artifact Review and Badging. SIGIR Forum.



Why is it so Difficult to Achieve 
Reproducibility?



Science Overload

• >50 Million: total number of science papers published from 
1665 to 20091;


• Publishing ~3 millions articles per year (estimated in 2018)2;


• Google Scholar was estimated to index between 1003 and 
1604 million documents in 2014.


• Peer review process?
“I don't mind your thinking slowly; I 
mind your publishing faster than 
you think.”  

Wolfgang Ernst Pauli 
Nobel Prize in Physics

[1] Jinha, A. E. (2010). Article 50 Million: an Estimate of the Number of Scholarly Articles in Existence. Learned Publishing, 23(3), 258-263. 
[2] Johnson, R., Watkinson, A., and Mabe, M. (2018). The STM report. An Overview of Scientific and Scholarly Publishing. 5th Edition, October. 
[3] Orduña-Malea, E., Ayllón, J. M., Martín-Martín, A., and López-Cózar, E. D. (2014). About the Size of Google Scholar: Playing the Numbers. arXiv preprint arXiv:1407.6239. 
[4] Khabsa, M., & Giles, C. L. (2014). The Number of Scholarly Documents on the Public Web. PloS one, 9(5), e93949. 
Image Credit: http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=1760 and CartoonStock.com 

http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=1760
http://CartoonStock.com


Why Most Published Research Findings are False

A research finding is less likely to be true when:


• The studies conducted in a field are small;


• There is bias: manipulation in the analysis and selective or distorted reporting;


• There is a great flexibility in designs, definitions, outcomes and analytical 
modes;


• There is great financial interest and prejudice.

Ioannidis, J. P. (2005). Why Most Published Research Findings are False. PLoS medicine, 2(8), e124.



Luckily we have Evaluation Campaigns

• No “small” studies and the same track can run multiple times;


• No bias, experimental evaluation is performed by organizers;


• No flexibility, same experimental set-up for all participants;


• No financial interest or prejudice;


• Publicly available dataset and sometimes source code.


What happens when we reproduce a system?



The Score is Close Enough

1. Pick a model you would like to reproduce;


2. If possible, use the same dataset(s) as in the original paper;


3. Reimplement the model or re-use the source code;


4. Compare the scores obtained with the ones in the original paper;


5. Adjust your implementation until the performance score is close enough.



Can we Measure 
Reproducibility?



The Goal

• Input: an original run r and a reproduced run r’;


• Goal: measure the similarity between r and r’.


• Close enough approach: Delta Average Retrieval Performance (ARP).
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Reproducibility Measures

Sp
ec

ific
ity

Ranking: Kendall’s τ  
and RBO

Absolute Per Topic Effectiveness: RMSE

Statistical approach: p-value of paired t-test 

Effect over a baseline: RMSEΔ, Effect Ratio (ER) and  
Delta Relative Improvement (ΔRI)

Breuer, T., Ferro, N., Fuhr, N., Maistro, M., Sakai, T., Schaer, P., and Soboroff, I. (2020). How to Measure the Reproducibility of System-oriented IR Experiments. In SIGIR 2020.



Ranking Level

• Kendall’s Tau Union (KTU):


• Rank Biased Overlap (RBO):
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Per Topic Effectiveness

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):


• M is any IR effectiveness measure (e.g., Average Precision)
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Statistical Approach

• Two-tailed paired t-test between the scores of the original and reproduced 
runs;


• The p-value as an indicator of reproducibility;


• The smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence that the reproduced run is 
different from the original run.



Effect over a Baseline

• Effect Ratio (ER): comparison between baseline and advanced run


• Delta Relative Improvement (DeltaRI):
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Experimental Set-up

• Reproducibility dataset;


• WCrobust04 and WCrobust0405, submitted by Grossman and Cormack1 to 
the TREC 2017 Common Core track;


• Systematically change parameters: excluding pre-processing steps, varying 
the generation of the vocabulary, applying different tf-idf formulations, etc.


• A total of 100 runs;


• rpl_wcr04_tf: incrementally reduce the vocabulary size (5 runs).

Grossman, M. R. and Cormack, G. V. (2017). MRG_UWaterloo and WaterlooCormack Participation in the TREC 2017 Common Core Track. In TREC 2017. 



Repro_eval: Library for Reproducibility

trec_eval

repro_eval

Colab

numpy scipy

Breuer, T., Ferro, N., Maistro, M., and Schaer, P. repro_eval: A Python Interface to Reproducibility Measures of System-oriented IR Experiments. In ECIR 2021
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Table 1: Replicability results for WCrobust04: ARP, rank correlations, RMSE, and ?-values returned by the paired C-test.

ARP Correlation RMSE ?-value
run P@10 AP nDCG g RBO P@10 AP nDCG P@10 AP nDCG

WCrobust04 0.6460 0.3711 0.6371 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

rpl_wcr04_tf_1 0.6920 0.3646 0.6172 0.0117 0.5448 0.2035 0.0755 0.0796 0.110 0.551 0.077
rpl_wcr04_tf_2 0.6900 0.3624 0.6177 0.0096 0.5090 0.2088 0.0799 0.0810 0.137 0.445 0.090
rpl_wcr04_tf_3 0.6820 0.3420 0.6011 0.0076 0.4372 0.2375 0.1083 0.0971 0.288 0.056 0.007
rpl_wcr04_tf_4 0.6680 0.3106 0.5711 0.0037 0.3626 0.2534 0.1341 0.1226 0.544 9⇢�04 4⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_tf_5 0.6220 0.2806 0.5365 0.0064 0.2878 0.2993 0.1604 0.1777 0.575 1⇢�05 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_1 0.6700 0.3569 0.6145 0.0078 0.5636 0.2000 0.0748 0.0742 0.401 0.181 0.029
rpl_wcr04_df_2 0.6560 0.3425 0.6039 0.0073 0.5455 0.1772 0.0779 0.0802 0.694 0.008 0.002
rpl_wcr04_df_3 0.6020 0.3049 0.5692 0.0072 0.5217 0.1649 0.1078 0.1210 0.058 1⇢�06 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_4 0.5220 0.2519 0.5058 0.0048 0.4467 0.2098 0.1695 0.1987 4⇢�06 8⇢�09 1⇢�07
rpl_wcr04_df_5 0.4480 0.2121 0.4512 0.0019 0.3532 0.3102 0.2053 0.2572 4⇢�07 2⇢�11 2⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_1 0.6700 0.3479 0.5992 0.0033 0.5504 0.2010 0.0783 0.0928 0.403 0.035 0.002
rpl_wcr04_tol_2 0.5680 0.2877 0.4901 0.0061 0.4568 0.3216 0.1868 0.2931 0.086 0.001 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_tol_3 0.3700 0.1812 0.3269 0.0066 0.2897 0.4762 0.2937 0.4387 8⇢�06 2⇢�07 6⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_4 0.2180 0.0903 0.1728 0.0066 0.1621 0.5488 0.3512 0.5382 1⇢�11 1⇢�12 4⇢�16
rpl_wcr04_tol_5 0.0700 0.0088 0.0379 0.0012 0.0518 0.6437 0.4028 0.6228 8⇢�19 3⇢�19 2⇢�29
rpl_wcr04_C_1 0.7020 0.3671 0.6191 0.0039 0.5847 0.1744 0.0631 0.0640 0.021 0.656 0.046
rpl_wcr04_C_2 0.6960 0.3717 0.6244 0.0021 0.5907 0.1772 0.0610 0.0606 0.044 0.945 0.142
rpl_wcr04_C_3 0.6840 0.3532 0.6093 0.0096 0.5607 0.2168 0.0833 0.0850 0.218 0.130 0.019
rpl_wcr04_C_4 0.6240 0.3168 0.5761 0.0073 0.4595 0.2249 0.1144 0.1194 0.494 4⇢�04 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_C_5 0.6140 0.3085 0.5689 0.0068 0.4483 0.2315 0.1192 0.1248 0.333 7⇢�05 3⇢�05

appendix. Recall that in Figure 2, the closer a point to the reference
(1, 0), the better the replication experiment, both in terms of e�ect
sizes and absolute di�erences.

The ER-DeltaRI plot, can be used as a visual tool to guide re-
searcher on the exploration of the “space of replicability” runs. For
example, in Figure 2a, for AP and nDCG the point (1, 0) is reached
from Region 4, which is somehow the preferred region, since it
corresponds to successful replication both in terms of e�ect sizes
and relative improvements. Conversely, in Figure 2b, it is clear that
for AP the point (1, 0) is reached from Region 1, which corresponds
to somehow a successful replication in terms of e�ect sizes, but not
in terms of relative improvements.

Case Study: Reproducibility. For reproducibility, Table 3 reports
ARP and ?-values in terms of P@10, AP, and nDCG, for the runs
reproducing WCrobust04 on TREC Common Core 2018. The corre-
sponding table for WCrobust0405 is included in the online appendix.
Note that, in this case we do not have the original run scores, so
we cannot directly compare ARP values. This represents the main
challenge when evaluating reproducibility runs.

From ?-values in Table 3, we can conclude that all the repro-
ducibility runs are statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the orig-
inal run, being the highest ?-value just 0.005. Therefore, it seems
that none of the runs successfully reproduced the original run.

However, this is likely due to the two collections being too dif-
ferent, which in turn makes the scores distribution also di�erent.
Consequently the C-test considers all the distributions as signif-
icantly di�erent. To validate this hypothesis, we carried out an
unpaired C-test between pairs of replicability and reproducibility
runs in the 4 di�erent constellations. This means that each pair

of runs is generated by the same system on two di�erent collec-
tions. The ?-values for this experiment are reported only in the
online appendix. Again, the majority of the runs are considered
statistically di�ererent, except for a few cases for rpl_wcr04_df
and rpl_wcr04_tol, which exhibit higher ?-values also in Table 3.
This shows that, depending on the collections, the unpaired C-test
can fail in correctly detecting reproduced runs.

Table 2 (right) reports ER scores for replicability runs. At a �rst
sight, we can see that ER scores are much lower (close to 0) or much
higher (� 1) than for the replicability case. If it is hard to perfectly
replicate an experiment, it is even harder to perfectly reproduce it.

This is illustrated in the ER-DeltaRI plot in Figure 3. In Figure 3a
the majority of the points are far from the best reproduction (1, 0),
even if they are in region 4. In Figure 3b just one point is in the
preferred region 4, while many points are in region 2, that is failure
both in reproducing the e�ect size and the relative improvement.

5.2 Correlation Analysis
Replicability. Note that for some measures, namely Kendall’s g ,
RBO, ?-value, the higher the score the better the replicated run,
conversely for RMSE and Delta ARP (absolute di�erence in ARP),
the lower the score the better the replicated run. Thus, before
computing the correlation among measures, we ensure that all the
measure scores are consistent with respect to each other. Practically
we consider the opposite of g , RBO and ?-values, and for ER we
consider |1 � ⇢' |, since the closer its score to 1, the better the
replicability performance.

Table 4 reports Kendall’s g correlation for replicability measures
on the set of runs replicating WCrobust04 (upper triangle, white
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Table 1: Replicability results for WCrobust04: ARP, rank correlations, RMSE, and ?-values returned by the paired C-test.

ARP Correlation RMSE ?-value
run P@10 AP nDCG g RBO P@10 AP nDCG P@10 AP nDCG

WCrobust04 0.6460 0.3711 0.6371 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

rpl_wcr04_tf_1 0.6920 0.3646 0.6172 0.0117 0.5448 0.2035 0.0755 0.0796 0.110 0.551 0.077
rpl_wcr04_tf_2 0.6900 0.3624 0.6177 0.0096 0.5090 0.2088 0.0799 0.0810 0.137 0.445 0.090
rpl_wcr04_tf_3 0.6820 0.3420 0.6011 0.0076 0.4372 0.2375 0.1083 0.0971 0.288 0.056 0.007
rpl_wcr04_tf_4 0.6680 0.3106 0.5711 0.0037 0.3626 0.2534 0.1341 0.1226 0.544 9⇢�04 4⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_tf_5 0.6220 0.2806 0.5365 0.0064 0.2878 0.2993 0.1604 0.1777 0.575 1⇢�05 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_1 0.6700 0.3569 0.6145 0.0078 0.5636 0.2000 0.0748 0.0742 0.401 0.181 0.029
rpl_wcr04_df_2 0.6560 0.3425 0.6039 0.0073 0.5455 0.1772 0.0779 0.0802 0.694 0.008 0.002
rpl_wcr04_df_3 0.6020 0.3049 0.5692 0.0072 0.5217 0.1649 0.1078 0.1210 0.058 1⇢�06 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_4 0.5220 0.2519 0.5058 0.0048 0.4467 0.2098 0.1695 0.1987 4⇢�06 8⇢�09 1⇢�07
rpl_wcr04_df_5 0.4480 0.2121 0.4512 0.0019 0.3532 0.3102 0.2053 0.2572 4⇢�07 2⇢�11 2⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_1 0.6700 0.3479 0.5992 0.0033 0.5504 0.2010 0.0783 0.0928 0.403 0.035 0.002
rpl_wcr04_tol_2 0.5680 0.2877 0.4901 0.0061 0.4568 0.3216 0.1868 0.2931 0.086 0.001 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_tol_3 0.3700 0.1812 0.3269 0.0066 0.2897 0.4762 0.2937 0.4387 8⇢�06 2⇢�07 6⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_4 0.2180 0.0903 0.1728 0.0066 0.1621 0.5488 0.3512 0.5382 1⇢�11 1⇢�12 4⇢�16
rpl_wcr04_tol_5 0.0700 0.0088 0.0379 0.0012 0.0518 0.6437 0.4028 0.6228 8⇢�19 3⇢�19 2⇢�29
rpl_wcr04_C_1 0.7020 0.3671 0.6191 0.0039 0.5847 0.1744 0.0631 0.0640 0.021 0.656 0.046
rpl_wcr04_C_2 0.6960 0.3717 0.6244 0.0021 0.5907 0.1772 0.0610 0.0606 0.044 0.945 0.142
rpl_wcr04_C_3 0.6840 0.3532 0.6093 0.0096 0.5607 0.2168 0.0833 0.0850 0.218 0.130 0.019
rpl_wcr04_C_4 0.6240 0.3168 0.5761 0.0073 0.4595 0.2249 0.1144 0.1194 0.494 4⇢�04 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_C_5 0.6140 0.3085 0.5689 0.0068 0.4483 0.2315 0.1192 0.1248 0.333 7⇢�05 3⇢�05

appendix. Recall that in Figure 2, the closer a point to the reference
(1, 0), the better the replication experiment, both in terms of e�ect
sizes and absolute di�erences.

The ER-DeltaRI plot, can be used as a visual tool to guide re-
searcher on the exploration of the “space of replicability” runs. For
example, in Figure 2a, for AP and nDCG the point (1, 0) is reached
from Region 4, which is somehow the preferred region, since it
corresponds to successful replication both in terms of e�ect sizes
and relative improvements. Conversely, in Figure 2b, it is clear that
for AP the point (1, 0) is reached from Region 1, which corresponds
to somehow a successful replication in terms of e�ect sizes, but not
in terms of relative improvements.

Case Study: Reproducibility. For reproducibility, Table 3 reports
ARP and ?-values in terms of P@10, AP, and nDCG, for the runs
reproducing WCrobust04 on TREC Common Core 2018. The corre-
sponding table for WCrobust0405 is included in the online appendix.
Note that, in this case we do not have the original run scores, so
we cannot directly compare ARP values. This represents the main
challenge when evaluating reproducibility runs.

From ?-values in Table 3, we can conclude that all the repro-
ducibility runs are statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the orig-
inal run, being the highest ?-value just 0.005. Therefore, it seems
that none of the runs successfully reproduced the original run.

However, this is likely due to the two collections being too dif-
ferent, which in turn makes the scores distribution also di�erent.
Consequently the C-test considers all the distributions as signif-
icantly di�erent. To validate this hypothesis, we carried out an
unpaired C-test between pairs of replicability and reproducibility
runs in the 4 di�erent constellations. This means that each pair

of runs is generated by the same system on two di�erent collec-
tions. The ?-values for this experiment are reported only in the
online appendix. Again, the majority of the runs are considered
statistically di�ererent, except for a few cases for rpl_wcr04_df
and rpl_wcr04_tol, which exhibit higher ?-values also in Table 3.
This shows that, depending on the collections, the unpaired C-test
can fail in correctly detecting reproduced runs.

Table 2 (right) reports ER scores for replicability runs. At a �rst
sight, we can see that ER scores are much lower (close to 0) or much
higher (� 1) than for the replicability case. If it is hard to perfectly
replicate an experiment, it is even harder to perfectly reproduce it.

This is illustrated in the ER-DeltaRI plot in Figure 3. In Figure 3a
the majority of the points are far from the best reproduction (1, 0),
even if they are in region 4. In Figure 3b just one point is in the
preferred region 4, while many points are in region 2, that is failure
both in reproducing the e�ect size and the relative improvement.

5.2 Correlation Analysis
Replicability. Note that for some measures, namely Kendall’s g ,
RBO, ?-value, the higher the score the better the replicated run,
conversely for RMSE and Delta ARP (absolute di�erence in ARP),
the lower the score the better the replicated run. Thus, before
computing the correlation among measures, we ensure that all the
measure scores are consistent with respect to each other. Practically
we consider the opposite of g , RBO and ?-values, and for ER we
consider |1 � ⇢' |, since the closer its score to 1, the better the
replicability performance.

Table 4 reports Kendall’s g correlation for replicability measures
on the set of runs replicating WCrobust04 (upper triangle, white

Table 1: Replicability results for WCrobust04: ARP, rank correlations, RMSE, and ?-values returned by the paired C-test.

ARP Correlation RMSE ?-value
run P@10 AP nDCG g RBO P@10 AP nDCG P@10 AP nDCG

WCrobust04 0.6460 0.3711 0.6371 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

rpl_wcr04_tf_1 0.6920 0.3646 0.6172 0.0117 0.5448 0.2035 0.0755 0.0796 0.110 0.551 0.077
rpl_wcr04_tf_2 0.6900 0.3624 0.6177 0.0096 0.5090 0.2088 0.0799 0.0810 0.137 0.445 0.090
rpl_wcr04_tf_3 0.6820 0.3420 0.6011 0.0076 0.4372 0.2375 0.1083 0.0971 0.288 0.056 0.007
rpl_wcr04_tf_4 0.6680 0.3106 0.5711 0.0037 0.3626 0.2534 0.1341 0.1226 0.544 9⇢�04 4⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_tf_5 0.6220 0.2806 0.5365 0.0064 0.2878 0.2993 0.1604 0.1777 0.575 1⇢�05 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_1 0.6700 0.3569 0.6145 0.0078 0.5636 0.2000 0.0748 0.0742 0.401 0.181 0.029
rpl_wcr04_df_2 0.6560 0.3425 0.6039 0.0073 0.5455 0.1772 0.0779 0.0802 0.694 0.008 0.002
rpl_wcr04_df_3 0.6020 0.3049 0.5692 0.0072 0.5217 0.1649 0.1078 0.1210 0.058 1⇢�06 1⇢�05
rpl_wcr04_df_4 0.5220 0.2519 0.5058 0.0048 0.4467 0.2098 0.1695 0.1987 4⇢�06 8⇢�09 1⇢�07
rpl_wcr04_df_5 0.4480 0.2121 0.4512 0.0019 0.3532 0.3102 0.2053 0.2572 4⇢�07 2⇢�11 2⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_1 0.6700 0.3479 0.5992 0.0033 0.5504 0.2010 0.0783 0.0928 0.403 0.035 0.002
rpl_wcr04_tol_2 0.5680 0.2877 0.4901 0.0061 0.4568 0.3216 0.1868 0.2931 0.086 0.001 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_tol_3 0.3700 0.1812 0.3269 0.0066 0.2897 0.4762 0.2937 0.4387 8⇢�06 2⇢�07 6⇢�09
rpl_wcr04_tol_4 0.2180 0.0903 0.1728 0.0066 0.1621 0.5488 0.3512 0.5382 1⇢�11 1⇢�12 4⇢�16
rpl_wcr04_tol_5 0.0700 0.0088 0.0379 0.0012 0.0518 0.6437 0.4028 0.6228 8⇢�19 3⇢�19 2⇢�29
rpl_wcr04_C_1 0.7020 0.3671 0.6191 0.0039 0.5847 0.1744 0.0631 0.0640 0.021 0.656 0.046
rpl_wcr04_C_2 0.6960 0.3717 0.6244 0.0021 0.5907 0.1772 0.0610 0.0606 0.044 0.945 0.142
rpl_wcr04_C_3 0.6840 0.3532 0.6093 0.0096 0.5607 0.2168 0.0833 0.0850 0.218 0.130 0.019
rpl_wcr04_C_4 0.6240 0.3168 0.5761 0.0073 0.4595 0.2249 0.1144 0.1194 0.494 4⇢�04 1⇢�04
rpl_wcr04_C_5 0.6140 0.3085 0.5689 0.0068 0.4483 0.2315 0.1192 0.1248 0.333 7⇢�05 3⇢�05

appendix. Recall that in Figure 2, the closer a point to the reference
(1, 0), the better the replication experiment, both in terms of e�ect
sizes and absolute di�erences.

The ER-DeltaRI plot, can be used as a visual tool to guide re-
searcher on the exploration of the “space of replicability” runs. For
example, in Figure 2a, for AP and nDCG the point (1, 0) is reached
from Region 4, which is somehow the preferred region, since it
corresponds to successful replication both in terms of e�ect sizes
and relative improvements. Conversely, in Figure 2b, it is clear that
for AP the point (1, 0) is reached from Region 1, which corresponds
to somehow a successful replication in terms of e�ect sizes, but not
in terms of relative improvements.

Case Study: Reproducibility. For reproducibility, Table 3 reports
ARP and ?-values in terms of P@10, AP, and nDCG, for the runs
reproducing WCrobust04 on TREC Common Core 2018. The corre-
sponding table for WCrobust0405 is included in the online appendix.
Note that, in this case we do not have the original run scores, so
we cannot directly compare ARP values. This represents the main
challenge when evaluating reproducibility runs.

From ?-values in Table 3, we can conclude that all the repro-
ducibility runs are statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the orig-
inal run, being the highest ?-value just 0.005. Therefore, it seems
that none of the runs successfully reproduced the original run.

However, this is likely due to the two collections being too dif-
ferent, which in turn makes the scores distribution also di�erent.
Consequently the C-test considers all the distributions as signif-
icantly di�erent. To validate this hypothesis, we carried out an
unpaired C-test between pairs of replicability and reproducibility
runs in the 4 di�erent constellations. This means that each pair

of runs is generated by the same system on two di�erent collec-
tions. The ?-values for this experiment are reported only in the
online appendix. Again, the majority of the runs are considered
statistically di�ererent, except for a few cases for rpl_wcr04_df
and rpl_wcr04_tol, which exhibit higher ?-values also in Table 3.
This shows that, depending on the collections, the unpaired C-test
can fail in correctly detecting reproduced runs.

Table 2 (right) reports ER scores for replicability runs. At a �rst
sight, we can see that ER scores are much lower (close to 0) or much
higher (� 1) than for the replicability case. If it is hard to perfectly
replicate an experiment, it is even harder to perfectly reproduce it.

This is illustrated in the ER-DeltaRI plot in Figure 3. In Figure 3a
the majority of the points are far from the best reproduction (1, 0),
even if they are in region 4. In Figure 3b just one point is in the
preferred region 4, while many points are in region 2, that is failure
both in reproducing the e�ect size and the relative improvement.

5.2 Correlation Analysis
Replicability. Note that for some measures, namely Kendall’s g ,
RBO, ?-value, the higher the score the better the replicated run,
conversely for RMSE and Delta ARP (absolute di�erence in ARP),
the lower the score the better the replicated run. Thus, before
computing the correlation among measures, we ensure that all the
measure scores are consistent with respect to each other. Practically
we consider the opposite of g , RBO and ?-values, and for ER we
consider |1 � ⇢' |, since the closer its score to 1, the better the
replicability performance.

Table 4 reports Kendall’s g correlation for replicability measures
on the set of runs replicating WCrobust04 (upper triangle, white
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• ER = 1 → perfect reproducibility;


• DeltaRI = 0 → perfect reproducibility.
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nDCGTable 2: ER results for replicability and reproducibility: the

0-run is WCrobust0405 on TREC Common Core 2017; the 1-
run is WCrobust04, for replicability on TREC Common Core
2017, for reproducibility on TREC Common Core 2018.

replicability reproducibility
run P@10 AP nDCG P@10 AP nDCG

rpl_tf_1 0.8077 1.0330 1.1724 1.1923 1.2724 2.0299
rpl_tf_2 0.7308 1.0347 1.1336 0.9615 1.3195 2.2139
rpl_tf_3 0.9038 1.3503 1.3751 1.5000 1.5616 2.5365
rpl_tf_4 0.6346 1.4719 1.5703 1.4231 1.9493 2.9317
rpl_tf_5 1.1346 1.5955 1.8221 1.5385 1.7010 3.0569

rpl_df_1 0.9615 0.9995 1.1006 0.4615 0.7033 0.9547
rpl_df_2 1.0192 0.9207 1.0656 0.4231 0.4934 0.6586
rpl_df_3 1.0385 0.8016 1.0137 0.1923 0.5429 1.0607
rpl_df_4 0.9615 0.5911 0.8747 0.3846 0.5136 0.8333
rpl_df_5 0.8654 0.3506 0.6459 0.3846 0.4857 0.7260

rpl_tol_1 1.0769 1.2013 1.3455 0.5769 0.6574 0.8780
rpl_tol_2 1.3269 1.4946 1.9290 0.8077 0.5194 0.8577
rpl_tol_3 1.8654 2.1485 2.8496 2.0000 1.4524 2.9193
rpl_tol_4 2.0962 2.2425 3.3213 2.3846 2.1242 3.9092
rpl_tol_5 1.2500 1.0469 1.8504 0.2692 0.1116 0.5595

rpl_C_1 0.6346 0.6300 0.8901 2.1538 1.8877 3.7777
rpl_C_2 0.8077 0.7361 0.9240 2.2308 1.9644 3.8621
rpl_C_3 0.8654 1.1195 1.2092 2.3846 2.2743 4.2783
rpl_C_4 0.9231 1.1642 1.2911 0.6538 0.7316 1.0403
rpl_C_5 0.8846 1.1214 1.2542 0.5769 0.6915 0.9741
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(a) rpd_tf runs.
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(b) rpd_df runs.

Figure 3: Reproducibility: ER on the G-axis against DeltaRI
on the ~-axis.

background) and WCrobust0405 (lower triangle, turquoise back-
ground). The correlation between ARP and g is low, below 0.29, and
higher for RBO 0.70. This validates the �ndings from Section 5.1,
showing that Kendall’s g assumes a totally di�erent perspective
when evaluating replicability runs. Between g and RBO, RBO cor-
relates more with ARP than g , especially with respect to AP and
nDCG. Also, g and RBO are low correlated with respect to each
other. This is due to RBO being top-heavy, as AP and nDCG, while
Kendall’s g considers each rank position as equally important.

The correlation among ARP and RMSE is higher, especially when
the same measure is considered by both ARP and RMSE. Neverthe-
less, the correlation is always lower than 0.86, showing that it is

Table 3: Reproducibility: ARP and ?-value (unpaired C-test),
for WCrobust04. The original runs are on TREC Common
Core 2017, and reproduced runs on TREC Common Core
2018.

ARP ?-value
run P@10 AP nDCG P@10 AP nDCG

rpd_tf_1 0.3680 0.1619 0.3876 7⇢�04 6⇢�06 6⇢�06
rpd_tf_2 0.3760 0.1628 0.3793 9⇢�04 8⇢�06 4⇢�06
rpd_tf_3 0.3280 0.1468 0.3587 8⇢�05 1⇢�06 8⇢�07
rpd_tf_4 0.3040 0.1180 0.3225 2⇢�05 3⇢�08 1⇢�08
rpd_tf_5 0.2920 0.1027 0.2854 1⇢�05 6⇢�09 4⇢�10
rpd_df_1 0.4240 0.1895 0.4543 0.005 8⇢�05 3⇢�04
rpd_df_2 0.4200 0.1972 0.4727 0.003 1⇢�04 9⇢�04
rpd_df_3 0.3880 0.1757 0.4304 0.001 2⇢�05 8⇢�05
rpd_df_4 0.3360 0.1458 0.4000 7⇢�05 8⇢�07 6⇢�06
rpd_df_5 0.2960 0.1140 0.3495 9⇢�06 1⇢�08 1⇢�07
rpd_tol_1 0.4200 0.1872 0.4469 0.005 6⇢�05 2⇢�04
rpd_tol_2 0.3960 0.1769 0.4134 0.002 3⇢�05 5⇢�05
rpd_tol_3 0.2040 0.0987 0.2365 7⇢�08 8⇢�09 1⇢�10
rpd_tol_4 0.0720 0.0183 0.0572 1⇢�12 5⇢�14 3⇢�22
rpd_tol_5 0.0200 0.0007 0.0048 5⇢�16 1⇢�15 3⇢�27
rpd_C_1 0.2600 0.1228 0.2786 5⇢�06 3⇢�07 2⇢�08
rpd_C_2 0.2600 0.1216 0.2790 5⇢�06 2⇢�07 2⇢�08
rpd_C_3 0.2360 0.0969 0.2507 8⇢�07 7⇢�09 5⇢�10
rpd_C_4 0.3600 0.1609 0.4095 3⇢�04 4⇢�06 1⇢�05
rpd_C_5 0.3520 0.1565 0.4026 2⇢�04 2⇢�06 8⇢�06

di�erent to compare the overall average or the performance score
topic by topic, as also shown by P@10 in Table 1. Furthermore, the
correlation between RMSE instantiated with AP and nDCG is high,
above 0.9, this is due to AP and nDCG being highly correlated, as
also shown by the correlation between ARP with AP and nDCG
(above 0.90) and between ?-values with AP and nDCG (above 0.91).

When using the same performance measure, ARP and ?-values
approaches are highly correlated, even if from Table 1 several runs
have small ?-values and are statistically di�erent. As mentioned in
Section 5.1, the numerator of the C-stat is Delta ARP, and likely due
to low variance, Delta ARP and ?-values are tightly related.

As explained in Section 3.1, ER takes a di�erent perspective when
evaluating replicability runs. This is corroborated by correlation
results, which show that this measure has low correlation with ARP
and any other evaluation approach. Indeed, replicating the overall
improvement over a baseline, does not mean that there is perfect
replication on each topic. Moreover, even the correlation among
ER instantiated with di�erent measures is low, which means that
a mean improvement over the baseline in terms of AP does not
necessarily correspond to a similar mean improvement for nDCG.

Reproducibility. For reproducibility we can not compare against
ARP: since the original and reproduced runs are de�ned on di�erent
collections, it is meaningless to contrast average scores. Table 5
reports the correlation among reproducibility runs for WCrobust04
(upper triangle, white background) and for WCrobust0405 (lower



Correlation Analysis of Reproducibility Measures

• High correlation (> 0.8):


- ARP, RMSE, p-value with AP and nDCG;


- ARP and p-value with all measures (P@10, AP and nDCG);


- ARP and RMSE with AP and nDCG;


• Low correlation (< 0.3):


- KTU will all other measures;


- ER with ARP and p-values.



What about Replicability?

• Replicability: different team, different experimental setup;


• Statistical approach: two-tailed unpaired t-test;


• Effect ratio and delta relative improvement;


• Even harder than reproducibility;


• None of our runs could achieve good reproducibility scores on TREC 
Common Core 2018;


• Even when we new that the runs were generated by the same system.



Conclusions on How to Measure Reproducibility

• Comparing average scores might not be enough;


• Differences in the actual ranking of documents → impact on the user?


• Different effectiveness measures might lead to different results → which 
measure to use for reproducibility?


• Top heaviness affects the results → what are important features for 
reproducibility?


Reproducibility is challenging and replicability even more!



How can we Ease 
Reproducibility?



Reproducibility Initiatives in IR

• ACM Artifacts Badging Policy


• Qualitatively assessed in review forms (SIGIR, ECIR, TOIS, …);


• Since 2015 ECIR track devoted to it and now also SIGIR;


• SIGIR 2015 RIGOR Workshop;


• CENTRE evaluation across CLEF/NTCIR/TREC (2018 - present);


• Weak open-source baselines;


• The Open-Source IR Replicability Challenge (OSIRRC 2019) at SIGIR 2019.



ACM Badging Artifacts

• Artifacts have successfully completed an independent audit:


- Functional


- Reusable


• Artifacts have been made permanently available for retrieval:


- Available


• The main results of the paper have been successfully obtained by a person or team other than 
the author:


- Results Reproduced


- Results Replicated

 

5 Papers 
in 2021



Write Reproducible Papers

• Datasets, experimental procedures, and code 
publicly available (FAIR Principles);


• Dockers or other “containers” for source code;


• Open-runs1;


• Describe implementation choices and 
experimental set-up, even tiny details;


• Follow some simple rules to ease reproducibility 
of the experimental results.

https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~jpineau/ReproducibilityChecklist.pdf 
[1] Voorhees, E.M., Rajput, S., Soboroff, I. (2016). Promoting Repeatability through Open Runs. EVIA 2016.

The Machine Learning Reproducibility Checklist (v2.0, Apr.7 2020)

For all models and algorithms presented, check if you include:

q A clear description of the mathematical setting, algorithm, and/or model. 
q A clear explanation of any assumptions.
q An analysis of the complexity (time, space, sample size) of any algorithm.

For any theoretical claim, check if you include:

q A clear statement of the claim.
q A complete proof of the claim. 

For all datasets used, check if you include:
q The relevant statistics, such as number of examples.
q The details of train / validation / test splits. 
q An explanation of any data that were excluded, and all pre-processing step.
q A link to a downloadable version of the dataset or simulation environment.
q For new data collected, a complete description of the data collection process, such as 

instructions to annotators and methods for quality control.

For all shared code related to this work, check if you include:
q Specification of dependencies.
q Training code.
q Evaluation code.
q (Pre-)trained model(s).
q README file includes table of results accompanied by precise command to run to produce 

those results.

For all reported experimental results, check if you include:
q The range of hyper-parameters considered, method to select the best hyper-parameter 

configuration, and specification of all hyper-parameters used to generate results.
q The exact number of training and evaluation runs.
q A clear definition of the specific measure or statistics used to report results.
q A description of results with central tendency (e.g. mean) & variation (e.g. error bars).
q The average runtime for each result, or estimated energy cost.

q A description of the computing infrastructure used.

Reproduced from: www.cs.mcgill.ca/~jpineau/ReproducibilityChecklist-v2.0.pdf

https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~jpineau/ReproducibilityChecklist.pdf


Reproducibility: Some Needs

• Shift in culture:


- More work needed to put reproducibility in action;


- Acknowledgment in careers;


- Training future scientists: “Reproducible and Collaborative Data Science”;


• Systematic but focused approach:


- How to choose what to reproduce?


• Quantitative assessment:


- When do we consider something as “reproduced”?


• Infrastructures (evaluation campaigns?):


- Lightweight tools and protocols… but they need adoption!

https://berkeley-stat159-f17.github.io/stat159-f17/

https://berkeley-stat159-f17.github.io/stat159-f17/
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